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Seen from an elevated and abstract theistic perspective, "the law" (in gen
eral religious contexts and particularly in the biblical traditions) gains its 
authority and binding force because it has been pronounced by a "divine 
law-giver" who simply will not tolerate argument. It is not just: "Speak, 
Lord, for your servant hears!" (1 Sam 3:9), but rather: "Command, Lord, 
your servant obeys!" While this command-and-obedience structure re
peatedly appears in the most different religious traditions with regard to 
the relationship between God and humanity, it is also built into some areas 
of the biblical legal corpora as a religio-moral reinforcement of normative 
expectations. However, taken as the dominant or even the whole character
ization of the relation of God and human beings, it leads to distorted per
spectives on this relationship. It also leads to severe distortions with re
spect to the internal rationalities and the developmental logic of the bibli
cal legal corpora as well as the relationship between religion and the law. 
It fuels a suspicion, evident in the critique of religion, that 'God' merely 
functions as a background cipher that lends religious weight to the human 
need for power and order. 

Matt 23:23 describes the weightiest, most important aspects of the law 
as "justice, mercy and faith." And indeed, they are present with differing 
degrees and with differing stress in all biblical law texts. The great legal 
corpora of the Old Testament traditions - the Book of the Covenant (Exod 
20:22-23: 19), most of Deuteronomy (Deut 4-26, 29-30), the laws of the 
Priestly Source (Exod 25-31, Lev 1-7, 11-16, 17-26 and Num 1-3), but 
also the texts that reflect the interrelation between law and wisdom (the 
law Psalms, such as Ps 1, 19, 119, and Jesus Sirach) 1 and, last but not least, 

1 Cf. the reflections on "the canonical notion of 'law' in the Hebrew bible and its 
application on nature" by Konrad Schmid in this volume. 
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the "Ten Commandments" (Exod 20:2-17 and Deut 5:6-21) 2 
- all contain 

three clearly distinguishable groups of regulations: 

- Regulations that deal with the cult, with the public and generally acces
sible relationship with God (the cultic code of the law); 

regulations dealing with the legal conflict regulation and the legal 
maintenance and transformation of social life by the law (the legal code 
of the law); 

regulations that aim at the routine protection of the weak and the sys
tematic safeguarding of their interests. I call these regulations "laws of 
mercy" (the mercy code of the law). 3 

These three groups of regulations cannot simply be traced back to a com
mon source or be reduced to a simple rule. The legal regulations originally 
assumed the existence of a community of equal persons and thus aimed at 
regulating the restoration of this equality following situations of conflict. 
However, the laws of mercy assume a common coexistence of persons of 
equal status with persons of unequal status. They regulate the free and cre
ative self-withdrawal of the strong for the benefit of the weak. Finally, the 
code that deals with the cult regulates public contact with God and its reli
gious and ethical impacts. Many laws of mercy also speak of God's pres
ence with the weak. Yet they should by no means be misunderstood as pos
sible avenues for accessing God or as instructions for a mysticism of the 
suffering of the weak who should abandon themselves into increasingly ex
acerbated crises in order to experience God on their side. Despite their dif
ferences, the three groups of regulations share numerous points of contact. 

In the following, some of these complex points of contact will be invest
igated, starting with the so-called "Book of the Covenant" (Exod 20:22-
23: l 9)4. This name is taken from Exod 24:7, from a narrative context that 
introduces and frames the law. In Exod 24:3-4, Moses comes before the 

2 In his most impressive book The Ten Commandments (Westminster: Louisville, 
2009), Patrick D. Miller has not only explored the enormous ethical weight of the "Ten 
Words"; he has also shown that their religious, legal and ethical richness creates a broad 
and dense field of resonance in the rest of Scripture. Patrick D. Miller has read and com
mented on previous versions of this text. I am most grateful for his friendly and con
structive critique. 

3 With respect to the law in Deuteronomy, Patrick D. Miller adds the "Leadership of 
the Community" to the concern for "The Worship of God," "Justice" and "Compassion"; 
cf. his contribution in this volume. 

4 Some scholars extend the book up to 23:33 the debate remains currently unde
cided. It remains also discussed whether the Book of the Covenant is the oldest of the 
biblical law corpora. The following comparison of the Book of the Covenant and the law 
in Deuteronomy will therefore abstract from the developmental direction. 
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people and, as the text states, "told the people all the words of the Lord and 
all the ordinances; and all the people answered with one voice, and said, 
'All the words that the Lord has spoken we will do.' And Moses wrote 
down all the words of the Lord." This textual record of Yahweh's words 
and regulations (which the people unanimously commit themselves to obey 
even before they are written down) is called "the Book of the Covenant." 
In Exod 24:7, Moses "took the Book of the Covenant and read it in the 
hearing of the people; and they said, 'All that the Lord has spoken we will 
do, and we will be obedient."' Norbert Lohfink and Patrick D. Miller con
vinced me that this should not be read as a "command-and-obey structure." 
It is rather a ceremonial opening of a space of normative orientation that 
invites a voluntary self-commitment. 

Even more than this surface structure, the inner composition of the par
ticular components of the law make it clear why it (and its secular deriva
tives) have been perceived across broad stretches of cultural history not as 
a religio-moral imposition, but rather as regulative for free and sustain
able social existence. 5 At its core, the Book of the Covenant contains a col
lection of legal regulations that have been termed "archaic law" (Exod 
21:12-22:19). This collection of legal regulations is bracketed on both 
sides by "laws of mercy," "slavery laws" (Exod 21:1-21:11) and a collec
tion of legal regulations for the benefit of the acutely and chronically weak 
- widows, orphans, the poor, the stranger - (Exod 22:20-23:12). In turn, at 
the beginning and end of the Book of the Covenant, the laws of mercy are 
framed by laws that deal with the cult (Exod 20:22-21:11 and 23:13-19). 6 

I. Archaic Law - Is it Only Prescriptive? 

The regulations in the Book of the Covenant (Exod 21:2-23:19) not only 
serve the administration of justice, but also clearly assume a community of 
equal peers. The laws seek to regulate the restoration of this equality fol
lowing situations of conflict via the public administration of justice "in the 
gate." Already in this early form, "the law" can be seen as a "structure 
combining legally enforceable regulations and duties which allow for co
operation and reciprocity." 7 These early legal rules primarily describe op
erations for restoring equality following cases of conflict. They consist of 

5 Cf. the questions raised with respect to the nature of laws cf. the contributions by 
for§ Hiifner and Rudiger Bittner in this volume. 

For the Book of the Covenant in general: Ludger Schwienhorst-Schonberger, Das 
Bundesbuch (Ex 20,22-23,33): Studien zu seiner Entstehung und Theologie (Berlin: de 
Gru;ter, 1990). 

Cf. Wolfgang Huber, Gerechtigkeit und Recht: Grundlinien christlicher Rechts
ethik, third ed. (Giitersloh: Giitersloher Verlag, 2006), 64-5, 252ff. 
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an initial phrase (often formulated in a relatively differentiated way) that 
provides a "definition of the ojf ense" and is then followed by a second 
phrase, a "determination of the legal consequence, " both combined in an 
"if-then" formula. For example: 

Exod 21 :33-4: "If someone leaves a pit open, or digs a pit and does not cover it, and an 
ox or a donkey falls into it, then the owner of the pit shall make restitution ... " 

Exod 21:35: "If someone's ox hurts the ox of another, so that it dies, then they shall sell 
the ox and divide the price of it; and the dead animal they shall also divide." 

Many scholars agree that this "casuistic law 8 
••• [was] originally a narrative 

of a legal conflict and its settlement." 9 Through complex processes of ab
straction, a repeatedly tested and proven settlement is raised to the level of a 
legal regulation. It is not primarily the individual contentment of the plain
tiff that is decisive here, but rather the repeated approval of this regulation 
by the community. Furthermore, one sees in these early legal rules that in 
addition to proving the worthiness of the law by repeated public approval 
and satisfaction with individual cases, there was also an interest in appro
priate calibration, consistency and coherence between the differing laws. 

Thus, for example, a distinction was made between the theft of cattle 
and the concealed theft of cattle (by selling or eating the animal). They 
were distinguished by differing levels of compensation - which also likely 
served as a deterrent: 

Exod 22: 1: "When someone steals an ox or a sheep, and slaughters it or sells it, the thief 
shall pay five oxen for an ox, and four sheep for a sheep." 

Exod 22:3: "If the stolen animal, whether ox or donkey or sheep, is found alive in the 
thief's possession, the thief shall pay double." 

Following a similar logic, murder and manslaughter are distinguished and 
attract differing compensatory penalties (cf. Exod 21:12-32). 

Within this so-called archaic legal thinking, we can recognize several 
leading legal ideas or legal principles. 10 This becomes particularly clear 
when we look at the famous talion formula (Exod 21:23-25). In the case of 
particular injuries (during physical conflicts), the authority in charge of ad
ministrating justice was instructed: "If any harm follows, then you shall 
give life for life/ eye for eye / tooth for tooth I hand for hand/ foot for foot I 
bum for bum / wound for wound I stripe for stripe." This often quoted 

8 Albrecht Alt, "Die Urspriinge des israelitischen Rechts (1934)," in Zur Geschichte 
des Volkes Israel: Eine Auswahl aus den "Kleinen Schriften," ed. Siegfried Herrmann 
(Munich: Beck, 1979), 203-57. 

9 Hans Jochen Boecker, Recht und Gesetz im Alten Testament und im Alten Orient, 
2nd ed. (NSB 10; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener, 1984), 132-3. 

IO Here I am adopting the expression used by Josef Esser, Grundsatz und Norm in 
der richterlichen Fortbildung des Privatrechts, 2nd ed. (Tiibingen: Mohr, 1964). 
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"eye for eye, tooth for tooth" formula has been misunderstood as an ex
pression of retaliatory thinking, fed by an injured, subjective sense of 
justice whose demands for revenge and compensation cannot (in principle) 
be satisfied. The "eye for eye, tooth for tooth" formula can be read (incor
rectly) as instructing revenge and retaliation, which, if understood in this 
way, represents a program of escalation for tribal feuds and permanent 
war. In truth, however, the talion formula is precisely aimed at limiting the 
dynamics and escalation of such revenge and retribution. It aims at the 
limitation of damages, at the prevention of any escalation. 

"The point here is to limit that mechanism of vengeance triggered by a particular harm, 
and to allow for the survival of those concerned .... The escalation of revenge ... should 
be prevented through use of the talion. Therefore, one could paraphrase the talion for
mula as: Only one life for a life, only one eye for an eye, only one tooth for a tooth ... " 11 

Yet the limitation and termination of conflict alone do not yet reach the 
level of a legal regulation. Such ends could also be achieved by brutal 
measures of intimidation, which force one to resign oneself to injustice. 
Even a "calmed public" alone is not a measure of a successful legal regula
tion. It is well known that the public can react more or less attentively or 
sensitively to situations of conflict and that in the absence of more precise 
criteria, "calmness" cannot be distinguished from either low levels of un
easiness or from resigned feelings of oppression. Finally, even the active 
involvement of the public in the regulation of conflict is in and of itself no 
criterion for the existence of a legal regulation. Even a public that remem
bers analogous cases and uses stable customs to deal with cases of conflict 
to everyone's satisfaction would not yet give rise to legal regulations. For 

~ such rules to approach the status of a legal regulation, they must have pro
duced that ability for abstraction mentioned above. However, even then 
they have not yet achieved the level of law, remaining merely at the level 
of enforced convention. 

The level of the law is attained when the (abstractly) thematized dispute 
and its consequences are observed and recorded in such a form that can be 
applied to other forms of conflict and their consequences. Not only the 
theft of cattle (a, b, c, d), but also the theft of grain (a, b, c, d), even the 
theft of persons or bodily harm become typified, calibrated and limited; 

11 ijoecker, Recht und Gesetz, 152-3; for a nuanced scholarly view that this finally 
can lead to a "monetization of the human body," cf. Konrad Schmid, "The Monetization 
and Demonetization of the Human Body: Compensatory Payments for Bodily Injuries 
and Homicide in Ancient Near Eastern and Ancient Israelite Law Books," in Money as 
God? The Monetization of the Market and the Impact on Religion, Politics, Law, and 
Ethics, eds. Jiirgen von Hagen and Michael Welker (Cambridge: University Press, 2013); 
Eckart Otto, "Zur Geschichte des Talions im Alten Orient und Israel," in Ernten, was 
man sat: FS K. Koch, ed. Dwight R. Daniels (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener, 1991), 
101-30. 

l 
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they are considered from a leading point of view and are thus regulated: 
for example, in accordance with the principle of compensation. Across a 
range of abstractly composed "cases," a principle is maintained (at a 
second level of abstraction) that connects the definition of the elements of 
an offense from the most differing contexts. Thus, regulative legal ideas or 
principles now have an effect upon the determination, comprehension and 
limitation of legal cases. 12 

In the cases we have been examining so far, a compensatory operation 
has been in effect that, when viewed from the perspective of casuistic law 
or the talion formula, functions as a limiting element. Cases are introduced 
with a particular need for restitution and are concluded with the accom
plishment of that restitution; with regard to this compensatory operation, 
each case is comprehended, determined and limited. Compensation for 
awarded compensation is out of the question. A legal case brought to an 
end by compensation cannot be continued. In the early formation of law, 
this compensation-oriented objectification and abstraction normally aimed 
at restoring the situation as it was before the conflict, or at symmetrical 
damages, or symmetrical elimination on the side of the responsible party. 
The early forms of the law, as we find them in the Old Testament, react to 
particular intrusions attributable to individuals and that endanger other 
people's security of expectation. The legal regulations seek to redress the 
conflicts defined in this way, that is, to restore the state of events to what it 
was before the conflict or, when this is not possible, to limit the conflict by 
concentrating on compensation. 

Thus, past conflicts are not interested in the abyss of the individual and 
concrete circumstances, summoning up all their narrative talents and 
fantasies to display their integration and merger into the many and varied 
circumstances of life; they do not remain impressively incalculable in their 
uniqueness, incomparability and inconclusiveness, in their genesis and 
their conclusion. Rather, past conflicts are isolated and treated as closed, 
limited cases; they are standardized. This not only occurs via a process of 
abstraction, but also through an understanding of abstractly "remembered" 
cases in accordance with a legal principle, such as that of compensation. 
With this two-step level of abstraction and objectification, current concrete 
and future conflicts are made, so to speak, "readable" and can be legally 
processed. 

We stand here before one of the most impressive achievements of this 
early legal thinking: By legally typifying and standardizing concrete con
flicts, their beginnings and ends are made foreseeable. Due to the abstrac-

12 Similar strategies are relevant in contemporary "dogmatic" legal thought. Cf. Was 
weifl Dogmatik? Was leistet und wie steuert die Dogmatik des offentlichen Rechts? eds. 
Gregor Kirchhof et al. (Tiibingen, Mohr Siebeck, 2012), esp. the contribution by Matthi
as Jestaedt, 117-38. 
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tion and objectification of the law, they can be treated in the same way as 
past conflicts. Understood from a legal perspective, conflicts become iden
tifiable as something in principle already gone by. Their solution is not 
only familiar, but as good as already carried out. They can be decided and 
they can be solved: this is already a part of their comprehension, their dia
gnosis. We are not dealing here with something of incomparable individu
ality and incalculable interrelations, but rather with events that can be 
identified as a known object, as something already pre-existent, as a past 
present with its past future, a present whose continuation is predictable 
and familiar, and an end that is now being repeated and can again be re
produced. With this legal understanding, these cases and problems (typi
fied at the level of the law) are transformed into already decidable, solv
able problems. 

Therefore, it seems thoroughly possible that the application of the words 
"descriptive" (for so-called natural laws) and "prescriptive" (for the laws 
of the legal system) in fact distort the logic of legal development. We are 
dealing here with processes of experience and discovery, the results of 
which cannot simply be attributed to the "assertions of authority or habit," 
despite the degree to which the wisdom and capriciousness of "authorities" 
and short-lived or long-lived social routines find their way into this evolu
tionary process. Legal development would be a process of normative delu
sions and confusions in which long-term advances and steps backward can 
no longer be distinguished, if in the end we were not also dealing with 
"discoveries into the nature of things." 13 

II. Mercy and the Achievement of a Regulative Aspect for the 
Evolution of the Law 

The legal regulations in the Book of the Covenant are preceded by so
called "slavery laws." The first, elementary regulation of this law reads 
(Exod 21 :2): "If you buy a Hebrew slave, he is to serve you for six years. 
But in the seventh year, he shall go free, without paying anything." Al
though this law also envisions a compensatory operation, it has to be dis
tinguished from other casuistic laws in the Book of the Covenant that first 
provide a definition of the offense followed by a determination of the rel
evant legal punishment. 14 

Since the book begins and ends with regulations for the cult, one may 
ask whether the slavery laws provide a second bracket around those con
flict-regulating laws that were examined above. Yet this means that we 

13 Cf. the contribution of John Polkinghorne in this volume. 
14 Cf. Boecker, Recht und Gesetz, 135ff. 
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would have to find a second set of regulations before the closing section of 
the Book of the Covenant that deals with cultic laws. On the one hand, this 
second set would need to be clearly distinguishable from the former legal 
regulations, and from those rules that deal with the cult on the other hand. 
And indeed, Exod 22:20-23:13 offers a series of such regulations that pre
cisely meet these expectations. They deal with the protection of the 
stranger (Exod 22:20, 23:9), of widows and orphans (Exod 22:21-3), the 
poor (Exod 22:24-6, 23:6-8 and 10-12), with those who are powerless, 
lack influence or are otherwise isolated (Exod 23:1-3), and even deal with 
behavior over against an enemy or opponent (Exod 23:4-5). 

On the one hand, these regulations (generally formulated as so-called 
"apodictic laws" 15

) are clearly distinguishable from cultic and con
flict-solving legal regulations. On the other hand, in individual cases they 
are tightly related to and interwoven into those laws, representing a type of 
hybrid. (For example, the cultic regulations that cover the Sabbath and the 
Sabbath year also expressly expect positive impacts upon slaves and for
eigners.) Common to the laws of mercy is their gearing toward a concern 
for the acutely or chronically weaker members of society or their intention 
to limit the strong in favor of the weak. While they generally have the 
character of an appeal, they do not merely call for occasional compassion
ate behavior. By making mercy and compassion themes of the law, such 
behavior is removed from the capricious, raI1dom, inclinations of the indi
vidual and their bondedness to a particular situation. There should also be 
a particular security of expectation for merciful acts. 16 Behavior toward 
the acutely or chronically weak is placed under the pressure of public ex
pectation and directed toward compensatory legal relationships. 

The laws of mercy go hand in hand with the discovery of new formative 
possibilities in the evolution of the law. This already becomes clear in the 
first, elementary regulations of the slavery laws: "If you buy a Hebrew 
slave, he is to serve you for six years. But in the seventh year, he shall go 
free, without paying anything" (Exod 21:2). Here the law formally brings 
the circumstances of slavery - which was completely natural in the societ
ies of the ancient Near East and indispensable for their economic and so
cial order - onto the same level as regulated conflicts. This means that the 
law not only aims at dealing with acute and short-term cases, but also with 
long-term transformational processes that altered the relationship between 
un-equals into a relationship between equals. Besides being an instrument 
of short-term dealing with individual and social conflicts, the law thus be
comes an instrument of long-term social transformation. This transforma-

15 Alt, "Urspriinge"; Boecker, Recht und Gesetz, 166ff; Moshe Weinfeld, "The Ori
gin of the Apodictic Law," VT 23 (1973): 63-75. 

16 Cf. Michael Welker, "Security of Expectations. Reformulating the Theology of 
Law and Gospel," Journal of Religion 66 (1986): 237-60. 
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tion had revolutionary consequences for ancient slaveholder societies. For 
the slaves, at least for the "Hebrew slaves," this meant that with regard to 
the law - and not the capricious condescension of their owners - they were 
to be viewed as potentially free persons and treated accordingly. The law 
presents this conclusion in various regulations, e.g. Exod 21 :20: "When a 
man strikes his slave, male or female, with a rod and the slave dies under 
his hand, he shall be avenged." Thus, slaves could no longer be viewed 
simply as "speaking tools" with which the owner could do as he or she 
pleases and only in accordance with their own exploitative interests. 

The systematic connection between justice and mercy in the law has 
been formative in two respects: it provides the evolution of the law with a 
developmental direction towards a "just and humane law. " The "humane" 
development of the law is characterized by its compatibility with the pro
tection of the weak and a corresponding context sensitivity. By connecting 
the protection of the weak with the law, the way was prepared for its pluri
form institutionalization, from leaving the land to lie fallow for the benefit 
of the poor and the stranger, to regular contributions for widows and 
orphans, to modem institutions for social welfare and diaconal aid as well 
as state efforts to provide dependable uniyersal healthcare and education. 
The law aims at the institutionalization and routinization of mercy in order 
to free and ennoble people and to maximize equality and reciprocity 
among them. In Germany, the great systemic formative power of this con
nection between justice and mercy can be seen quite strikingly in the na
tion's attempts after the collapse of the "Third Reich" in 1945 to portray it
self both domestically and internationally as a "state under the rule of law 
(Rechtsstaat)" and as a "welfare state (Sozialstaat)." The associated ori
entational security that arose from this move can hardly be traced back to 
habit or a successful authoritarian assertion. 

III. Cult, History and the Formation of a 
Complex Individual and Social Identity 

An initial outside view of the law suggests that the cult brings about the 
constitution of a gathered public (i.e. one that is not called together out of 
need and necessity). According to the earliest legal traditions, this paradig
matic public only refers to free (non-enslaved) males. Yet within this 
demographic there is no hierarchical structure. 

Exod 23:17: "Three times in the year all your males shall appear before the Lord GOD." 
(cf. Deut 16:16) 

According to Deuteronomy and later traditions, the festivity of the public 
"before God" should also include women and children, even slaves and 
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foreigners residing with the people (gerim) (cf. Deut 12:7. 18, 14:27, 
15:20, 16:11. 14-15, 26:11). We might even speak of a long and slow de
velopment toward a nonhierarchical constitution of the worshiping public -
including all segments of the population. There seems to be little use in 
asking whether the emergence of such a public is to be traced back to a 
legal culture aimed at equality, whether it sterns frorn the practiced admin
istration of justice within that public - or whether a corresponding cultic 
public gave rise to or at least enforced the development of that legal cul
ture. An egalitarian, paradigmatic public goes hand in hand with an admin
istration of justice that assumes or is geared toward egalitarianism; and 
vice versa. As with other intra-legal constellations, the texts systematically 
indicate reciprocal relations and co-evolutions. 

We know little about the early cultic constitution of the public. Yet the 
indications that can be drawn frorn the legal traditions themselves suggest 
that a historical ( and not only normative) self-understanding of the com
munity before God was promoted, cultivated and renewed. Without doubt, 
the cultic public was primarily ascribed to the nation [Volk]: to that corn
rnunity that God "with a mighty hand" led out of slavery frorn Egypt. A so
called motive clause, "You yourselves were strangers in Egypt," or the ex
press addition "you yourselves know how it feels to be aliens" (Exod 20:2, 
Exod 23:9, cf. Exod 22:20) can be found (with characteristic variations) 
not only in the Book of the Covenant, but also in all biblical legal cor
pora_ 11 

The self-relation and self-understanding of the cornrnunity "before God" 
are also determined by God's historical interventions into their social rela
tions and affairs of life. These interventions bring about historical experi
ences that shape the self-understanding of the cornrnunity and their view of 
reality. God's interventions into their social relations became initial or at 
least decisively shaping events of cultic cornrnunication. At the sarne tirne, 
these historical experiences (rnade together with God) extend beyond the 
concrete experiences and possibilities for experience of the cultic public. 
Even those who were never personally in Egypt allow themselves to be ad
dressed as those who were slaves in Egypt and were liberated by God's 
hand. They allow themselves to be integrated into experiential connections 
and into a public that oversteps the bounds of personally attained experi
ence. In this way, the paradigmatic public of cultic cornrnunication stabil
izes the times of general, public self-relation and a person's levels of corn
rnunal experience. This process is highly consequential yet far frorn harm
less. As with the free constitution of a public that tends toward egalitarian
ism, it stands in a reciprocal relationship with the development and binding 
power of the legal and the mercy code of the law. 

17 Deut 4:34, 5:15, 7:19, 11:7, 26:8 as well as Lev 19:34, 26:13. Cf. also Deut 5:6 and 15. 
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This preparedness to take hold of particular foreign experiences and ex -
periential connections not only in accordance with one's passing fancies 
but also to allow them to be binding under particular conditions is indis
pensable for the legal culture and the mercy code of the law. Are we really 
dealing here with "authoritarian assertions"? Why is the double identity 
"You were strangers, now you are free!" not rejected either as disconcert
ing or ironic? Why are the legal-moral demands of the mercy laws not 
simply rejected either out of hand or with Nietzschean disgust? 18 Israel 
does not merely grudgingly put up with this historically wide-ranging clas
sification of their identity and their "life" in broad horizons of time, but 
obviously and joyfully accepts it. Why has "the law" virtually become a 
carrier of the paradigmatic commemoration of these events and stories? 

Here too we are dealing with a "discovery" of great religious relevance 
and significant explanatory power. Any examination of individual snap
shots of time reveals the breathtaking inequality among people. Yet this 
changes when we examine a long period of time, one that allows us to see 
the child and the aged person, the sick and the weak not only among us, 
but also within ourselves, within our own individual life. A sensitivity for 
the endangerment and fragility of all human life is then achieved, which 
helps us to appreciate the co-evolution of religious, legal and mercy-moral 
aspects as we encounter them in the biblical law. The "motive clause" 
serves to expand Israel's basic experience of each natural life into the his
torical dimension. It transposes the sensibilities of a familial, mutually sup
portive community into a historical-sociopolitical dimension. Does this 
mean that we can toss about fictions and illusions in our work with the 
law? While it will be difficult to distinguish between discoveries and in
ventions in many cases, it is not at all pointless to measure them against 
the biblical legal corpora. One then discovers that incredibly successful in
ventions in the evolution of the law can be gained or can become with
drawn and dismissed. 

IV. Deuteronomy's Contractual Concept of Covenant: 
Structures, Background and Dangers 

There are many interesting differences between the law corpora in Exodus 
and Deuteronomy. We see a major expansion of those regulations dealing 
with the performance and maintenance of the cult, regulations for the role 
and support of the priests in Deuteronomy, regulations dealing with war 
and the army (Deut 20, 23:10-5), and regulations regarding the king, who 
has to live in relatively modest ways and under the rule of the law (Deut 

18 Cf. Friedrich Nietzsche, Der Antichrist (KSA 6; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1999), 24ff. 

1 
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17:14-20). When one compares the legal conflict-solving parts in the Book 
of the Covenant and Deuteronomy, one cannot help but notice a difference 
in the formative power of the legal casuistic laws with an interest in com
pensation and restitution. Deuteronomy is clearly interested in the admin
istration of justice in general as properly belonging in the law of God: 
"You shall appoint judges and officials throughout your tribes, in all your 
towns that the Lord your God is giving you, and they shall render just de
cisions for the people" (Deut 16:18). 

Several legal regulations are found in almost identical forms in both law 
corpora. Patrick D. Miller rightly pointed out that there are plenty of case 
laws also in Deuteronomy, especially in chapters 20-25. 19

· But compared 
with the Book of the Covenant, instead of the formative power of a block 
of legal regulations, a strong rhetoric of deterrence becomes more obvious. 

The numerous cases of the death penalty lead to this rhetorical impres
sion. Not only the murderer and the "stubborn and rebellious son" have to 
be killed (Deut 19:11-3, 21:18-21). Also "false prophets and dreamers of 
dreams," relatives and friends who secretly seduce someone to "serve other 
gods," those who do not obey the authorized priest or the judge, and adul
terous persons in various constellations (Deut 13:1-19, cf. 18:20, 17:12-3, 
22:21.22.23) all receive the death penalty. 

A frighteningly frequent topic is not only the destruction of the idols 
and places of worship of the conquered nations and cities (Deut 7:5.15, 
12:2), but also the elimination and extinction of whole populations (Deut 
7:2. 15. 16. 20. 22-4, 9:3, 12:29, 13:15-9, 20:10-8). But also Israel's own 
existence is under a constant threat of pain, plague, death and extinction -
if its heart turns away from God and if it provokes God's anger (Deut 
4:25-7, 8:19-20, 28:15-68, 29:19-26, 30:15-8). "Take heed to 
yourselves!" (Deut 4:23, 8: 11 and often) and "all Israel shall hear, and fear 
... " (Deut 13:12 and often) are typical phrases in the rhetoric of "educa
tional" deterrence. It has been argued that this tendency is correlated with 
or even compensated by the clear desire, even passion of God for the 
choice of life and by the proclamation of God's nearness. 20 But this seems 
to become a much more complicated nearness than the nearness we see 
witnessed in the Book of the Covenant. 

In the area of the mercy code we notice an explicitly and constantly re
peated distinction between "one's brother," who it is forbidden to charge 
interest, and "the foreigner," from whom one can not only take interest, but 

19 Patrick D. Miller, "Property and Possession in the Light of the Ten Command
ments," in Having: Property and Possession in Religious and Social Life, eds. W. Schwei
ker and Ch. Mathews, (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2004), 17-50. 

20 See Patrick D. Miller's contribution in this volume; also Part II A God So Near: 
Essays on Old Testament Theology in Honor of Patrick D. Miller, eds. Brent Strawn and 
Nancy Brown (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2003), 183ff. 
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to whom one can even sell carrion, which is unacceptable for one's brother 
(Deut 23:20-21, 14:21, cf. 15:2-3). In his important contribution to work 
on Deuteronomy, Gerhard von Rad argued that spontaneous outrage or 
simplistic diagnoses of corruption do not satisfactorily explain the situation 
here: 

"One cannot say that the command [prohibiting abductions and kidnapping] in Exod 21 
was shaped by an interest in supranational human dignity so that, in comparison, the 
Deuteronomic version represents a retrograde contraction [sic]. No, the author of Exod 
21 did not enter into any more thought than the author of Deut 24. For the author of Ex
odus, the idea that a politically restricted and isolated people would be a factor that 
should influence legislation was not yet an issue, whereas it was in Deuteronomy .. .'' 21 

Norbert Lohfink has pointed out that it is crucial to observe the difference 
between the foreigner (nokri) and the resident alien (ger) in Deuteronomy; 
the latter becomes even more protected than in the Book of the Covenant. 

Deuteronomy offers most of the slave law and its rationalities, which we 
saw in the Book of the Covenant (Deut 15: 12-8). It promotes. the tithe not 
only for the support of the Levites and priests, but also for the poor, the 
widows and the orphans (Deut 14:28-29, 15:4-11, 16:11, 18:1-8, 24:10-5, 
26:12, cf. 10:14-9). 22 The strong emphasis on education might also be seen 
as a merciful institution by God and among the Israelites to keep the 
people in the "ways of the Lord" (Deut 4:36, 5:2. 6-21, 6:6. 20, 8:5, 11:2-
7. 18-21). 23 Yet it is hard to abstract from the constant tone of deterrence 
and threat in Deuteronomy, which is closer to much - even contemporary 
religious rhetoric and praxis of fanatic persecution of "the infidels" than to 
a "hortatory" care for the right religious and moral behavior. 24 How can we 
explain this development, which blurs the view of the inner rationalities 
and the legal realism? 

Norbert Lohfink, building upon Moshe Weinfeld's work, 25 put forward 
a historically and systematically consistent proposal for understanding this 
process of politicization and separatism, connected with a strong rhetoric 
of deterrence and threat. 26 Once we unpack this process of politicization, 

21 Gerhard von Rad, "Das Gottesvolk im Deuteronomium," in: Gesammelte Studien 
zum A/ten Testament II (Munich: Kaiser, 1973), 9ff, 20. 

22 Cf. Miller, "Property and Possession," 17-50. 
23 Cf. Jan Assmann, Das kulturelle Gediichtnis: Schrift, Erinnerung und politische 

Identitiit infruhen Hochkulturen (Munich: Beck, 1992), 212-28. 
24 The heated recent international debate about the "threat of monotheism," ignited 

by Jan Assmann and others, again and again refers to texts in Deuteronomy. They also 
remind us of the religious defense of cruel practices in the persecution of religious 
minorities in many countries today. 

25 Moshe Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford: University 
Press, 1972). 

26 Norbert Lohfink, "Pluralismus. Theologie als Antwort auf Plausibilitatskrisen in 
aufkommenden pluralistischen Situationen, erortert am Beispiel des deuteronomischen 
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then other characteristics in Deuteronomy become clear, such as the cen
trality of the cult, the stress on the idea of a contractual covenant between 
God and his people, etc. Let us take a closer look at the problems of deal
ing with foreigners. Why was this problem so acute for Israel at that time 
that it was reflected in the law texts in such a way? 

The text of Deuteronomy, it says, was discovered in the temple during 
the reign of the Judaic king Josiah (626-621). This discovery prompted Jo
siah to introduce far-reaching cultic and state reforms. This reform pro
gram sought to lead Israel out of a long dependence on Assyrian rule. 
Judah's time of suffering under Assyrian rule since 733, the failure of 
Hezekiah's attempts to break that rule with the uprisings between 705 and 
701 - this long-suffered, repeatedly (and unsuccessfully) combated rule by 
a foreign culture explains these separatist problems as well as the numer
ous other changes that occurred in the law. 

"We would not be far off the mark if we understood the encounter with this hegemonic, 
completely new, and (in every respect) superior Assyrian culture to which Judah was 
suddenly subjected as a culture shock which had to be overcome. The Assyrian culture 
was the more attractive one. It imported itself together with that security which character
ized the conqueror and colonizer. The plausibility of the traditional, Y ahwistic world
view must have suffered a correspondingly great shock." 27 

Lohfink provides a very plastic description of that mixture of tenacity and 
helplessness, of institutions and traditions attempting to survive under the 
pressure of cultural conformity. 

"What initially occurs is the dismantling of old securities, the creeping arrival of fear. But 
the other culture might not assert itself. Instead old, previously suppressed yet still existent 
opportunities in one's own culture now build up the courage to creep out of their holes and 
achieve public status. Yet the competing culture itself now encounters highly complex and, 
in each instance, differing processes of conformity and defense. Today, it is the countries of 
the Third World that are doomed to provide us with an object lesson in this process.'' 28 

Such pressure to conform, such a situation of tension between two cul
tures, destroys the reciprocal security of expectations within a nation, with
in a society - yet also in the contact between cultures. For it was certainly 
not the case that half the nation abandoned Yahweh while the other half re
mained faithful. Only few are immediately on the side of the new rulers, 
and only few continue single-mindedly to hold fast to the old norms. Most 
seek out a compromise. Half-heartedly, one step at a time, one conforms; 
some do this happily, others unhappily; or one takes a stand against this 
new form and in so doing allows oneself to be shaped by it; happily or un
happily, in conflict with the new culture one takes on its characteristics. 

Gesetzes," in Unsere groj3en Worter: Das Alte Testament zu Themen dieser Jahre, 2nd 
ed. (Freiburg: Herder, 1979), 24-43. 

27 Ibid., 38. 
28 Ibid., 39. 
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One improves the old culture in order to make it more resistant or to im
prove its capabilities for integration; in short, individualization and subjec
tification are the results of such cultural tensions. In every respect, this 
leads to difficult times for legislation, for the law and education, and for a 
culture of expectation. It leads to moral confusion and relativism. In the 
frustrated words of Deuteronomy (Deut 12:8): "You shall not act as we are 
acting here today, every man doing whatever is right in his own eyes." 

Yet what is one to do against such inflation, against a multitude of syn
cretisms, against incredibly different, mingled forms of both cultures ~ 
which of course also include religious cultures? Deuteronomy's answer is 
the centralization of the cult, and a religious-identity politics, together with 
conformity to this new way of thinking in contractual religious modes. 
When the power of the occupying force begins to weaken, some of its ap
parently strong cultural achievements are adopted and integrated into the 
law. Yet at the same time an identity policy is also practiced: to maintain 
their own history and distinguish between brothers and foreigners. We 
need now to examine this complex educational and transformational pro
cess with its political, yet also politico-cultural and politico-religious, 
strengths and weaknesses. 

The centralization of the sacrificial cult (as commanded in Deut 12) is 
often named as Josiah's most impressive act of reform. While the Book of 
the Covenant envisions in principle an unlimited number of locations for 
the practice of the cult (in accordance with Yahweh's freedom to promote 
and commemorate his name), now in light of the fear of actual and fabrica
ted syncretism only a single cultic location is allowed. All other locations 
for cultic worship are destroyed, and any attempt to revive syncretism is to 
be punished by death. The law provides impressive sensitivity to the dangers 
of apostasy. In Deut 13:6-8, we read: "If anyone secretly entices you - even 
if it is your brother, your father's son or your mother's son, or your own son 
or daughter, or the wife you embrace, or your most intimate friend - saying, 
'Let us go down and serve other gods,"' - as part of other cults or at other 
cultic locations, either near or far - then the law commands (13:9-12): 

"you must not yield to or heed any such persons. Show them no pity or compassion and 
do not shield them. But you shall surely kill them; your own hand shall be first against 
them to execute them, and afterwards the hand of all the people. Stone them to death for 
trying to turn you away from the Lord your God, who brought you out of the land of 
Egypt, out of the house of slavery. Then all Israel shall hear and be afraid, and never 
again do any such wickedness." 29 

This gives the impression that the centralization of the cult could only be 
achieved and maintained through the threat of such drastic deterrents. 

29 Cf. Bernard M. Levinson, "The Right Chorale": Studies in Biblical Law and In
terpretation (FAT 54; Tiibingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2008), 112-44 and 166-94. 
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At the conceptional level, a new framework is superimposed upon the 
law, a concept of covenant understood in terms of contract theory, explic
itly presented in Deut 26: 16-19 at the conclusion to the actual legal text. 
There, in a speech by Moses, we read: 

"This very day the Lord your God is commanding you to observe these statutes and or
dinances; so observe them diligently with all your heart and with all your soul. 
- You have declared this day concerning the Lord (obtained the Lord's agreement), that 
he is your God, and that you will walk in his ways, and keep his statutes and his com
mandments and his ordinances, and will obey his voice. 
- And the Lord declared this day concerning you (the Lord has obtained your agree
ment) that you wanted to be his people in accordance with all he has promised you, and 
- that you are to keep all his commandments, 
- that he will set you high above all nations that he has made, in praise and in fame and 
in honor, and that you shall be a people holy to the Lord your God, as he has promised." 

We have here a complicated entanglement of agreements, self-obligations 
and the promised obligations of others - all in a text with connections that 
are not easy to translate. One wants to ask: Who first declared what to 
whom? What is dependent on what? However, what is clear is the underly
ing form of this covenant: Israel has God pronounce to them: I, Yahweh, 
will be your God. And Yahweh has Israel declare that: I, Israel, will be 
your people. Yahweh connects his self-commitment (I will be your God) 
with the expectation that Israel will obey his laws, commands and ordi
nances and listen to his voice. Israel connects its self-commitment (I will 
be your people and obey all your commands) with the expectation that Yah
weh will place them high above all nations, in accordance with his declara
tion to make them a holy people for Yahweh. 

An impressive conception of the reciprocal self-commitment of Yahweh 
and Israel is envisioned: Yahweh stands before Israel and Israel purpose
fully comes to stand before Yahweh. God's revelation and provision of the 
law, the encounter with God and Israel's acceptance of the law are bound 
more strongly, and more intensely together. Yet God's claims and encour
agement, God's demands and God's promise are also bound together here, 
as well as Israel's commissioning and its being urged to do its duty, its el
evation and its fulfillment of the law and its salvation. It appears that all 
theological problems and themes are covered in this simple connection. 

However, in a systematic perspective, the first and most decisive prob
lem that the Deuteronomic concept of covenant encounters can be called 
the danger of a symmetrization of the relationship between God and hu
manity. Deuteronomy's contractually conceived concept of covenant fol
lows the model of vassal contracts made with the Assyrian emperors. 
Therefore, it has been argued that we are in fact dealing here with a rela
tionship between unequals in a power gradient (cf. Deut 26:16-9). Yet this 
still raises the question: does Yahweh (as Israel's contractual partner) 
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stand in the same series of emperors and potentates as Egypt, Assyria, etc.? 
Or do we see a clear weakening of political figures of power and political 
modes of thought? 

It is due to this contractually conceived understanding of the covenant 
that the impression arises that the covenantal relationship is, on the one 
hand, dependent upon Israel's behavior and, on the other hand, that God's 
actions and behavior are limited by this relationship. On the one hand, 
there seems to be an openness and even instability of the existence and 
continuance of the covenantal relationship due to its dependence upon the 
future behavior of Israel; on the other hand, there seems to be a predictable 
di vine reaction to Israel's behavior. 

In Deut 30:15-18, we read: 

"See, I have set before you this day life and good, death and evil [verse 19: "life and 
death, blessings and cursings"]. If you obey the commandments of the Lord your God 
which I command you this day, by loving the Lord your God, by walking in his ways, 
and by keeping his commandments and his statutes and his ordinances, then you shall 
live and multiply, and the Lord your God will bless you in the land which you are enter
ing to take possession of it. But if your heart turns away, and you will not hear, but are 
drawn away to worship other gods and serve them, I declare to you this day, that you 
shall perish; you shall not live long in the land which you are going over the Jordan to 
enter and possess." 30 

Is the covenant now established between Yahweh and Israel a frail and frag
ile achievement from the start? Are its existence and continuation, as well 
as the direction it takes, seen as dependent upon Israel's actions? Does it 
depend upon Israel, upon its obedience and disobedience, whether the cov
enant becomes a cause for blessing or curse? The deeper dilemma seems to 
be the following: Only by breaching the order that he himself establishes in 
this understanding of the covenant can Yahweh prove the freedom of his 
love and compassion even in light of Israel's own breaches of the cove
nant. Since a contractual concept of the covenant clearly envisions curses 
for Israel if they breach the agreement (but also sees a continuance of these 
sanctions rather than the dissolution of the covenant), Yahweh himself 
must accomplish the renewal and re-establishment of the covenant via be
havior that is equally indistinguishable from a covenantal breach. 

Yet in another respect, the securing of the covenant or the attempt to en
sure the fulfillment of the law through blessings and curses reveals the 
theological problems with this conception. If the law aims at serving the 
security and maintenance of good order in that sphere of life that Yahweh 
envisions for Israel - be it in the relationship to Yahweh, the preservation 
of interpersonal relations in justice and compassion, the addressing of dis-

30 A similar stress can be found in the introduction to Deuteronomy, in Deut 7:12; 
see also Deut 11:13-7, the promise of blessings and the threat of withdrawing rain de
pendent upon Israel's behavior. 
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putes by compensatory operations or the cultivation of shared expectations 
aimed at warding off evil - if the law expresses God's good will, then one 
would still have to describe and understand it as inherently beneficial. Yet 
it is precisely this aspect that is rendered opaque by the blessings and 
curses. It now becomes unclear if following ihe law is an inherently posi
tive thing, an issue that is good for humanity, charitable and even benefi
cial. It appears now as if obedience to the law is an odious duty or as if ful
filling the law is a neutral behavior that involves no reward and that needs 
to be honored in a second step, by "setting Israel high above all nations," 
but also through long life or, for example, even through the gift of rain. 
The striving for the blessings and the avoidance of the curses and threats 
replace the striving for the discovery of goodness in the nature of the law. 

Martin Noth pointed out that that blessing that follows the law calls into 
question the law as a salvific experience and becomes very hard to under
stand even as a beneficial order especially conceived by God for humanity. 
It is certainly possible to see disobedience to the law as an entry into a 
cursed sphere of life. Already by disobeying the law, human beings find 
themselves in an area detrimental to life, crossing over that boundary line 
erected by the law before areas of disaster. Yet this and the positive mean
ing of the law become incomprehensible if blessings and curses are seen as 
part of the rewards or punishments of following (or disobeying) the law. 
The blessing is no longer visible in the gift of the law itself (a blessing that 
is grasped, actualized and confirmed when following the law), rather the 
blessing now appears as an event that only occurs subsequent to adherence 
to the law. Thus, the contractual concept of the covenant dissolves the con
nection between the law, its fulfillment and its blessings into a linear se
quence. It no longer allows us clearly to recognize the good gift of the law, 
which conveys and promotes goodness as a blessing and rather provokes 
the impression that the blessing is a divine reward (or even a contractually 
defined performance) that human beings can expect upon successful com
pletion of the clauses of the law. On this basis, one could "come to the 
conclusion ... that the law deals with positive and negative contractual per
formances and that these performances can be calculated and balanced 
against one another from a neutral center and added up as a wealth of good 
or bad works." 31 

This conception can rule out those ideas and dispositions attacked in 
general Christian theological "critiques of the law"; indeed it even pro
vokes a "self-pride," a concentration on merit, an insistence on one's own 
righteousness, a measuring and comparison and dispute over against God 
and one's neighbor. If the formation or even maintenance of the covenant 
finally depends upon human beings (even if it were established by God 

31 Martin Noth, Die mit des Gesetzes Werken umgehen, die sind unter dem Fluch: 
Gesammelte Studien zumAlten Testament, third ed. (Munich: Kaiser, 1966), 155-71, 171. 
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alone, and even if God watches "jealously" over the covenant and its main
tenance), if blessings and curses are the external consequences with which 
God reacts to obedience or disobedience to the law, to obedience to or 
breaches of the covenant, then this finally suggests that human beings must 
devote themselves to a constant testing, measurement and interpretation of 
their own obedience to the law (and that of others). This all suggests a shift 
in attention to the assessment and evaluation of one's own well-being and 
afflictions (and those of others), to the comparison between the judgment 
of our actions and the perceptions of our success. For God's actions with 
humanity (or more precisely: God's reactions to human behavior) not only 
become recognizable here, but also clearly express God's covenantal will 
(to the point of empirical verifiability). Not only will we recognize the 
good and the evil, the lovers of the law and the breakers of the law, by 
their works, even the law and the covenant become recognizable in this 
way, understandable in their intentions. Even God himself is revealed: we 
shall recognize God by the fruits of the pious and the ungodly. This all 
seems to follow out of such a conception. 

That Deuteronomy's covenantal conception provokes such conclusions 
and provides a theological justification for self-righteousness is by no 
means peculiar. Deuteronomy even foresees such self-righteousness and 
warns against it (Deut 9: 1-6 and often). At first, the text speaks (as it so 
often does) as if the entry into the land was still a future event. It promises 
that Yahweh will drive out the peoples of the Promised Land before Israel, 
that he will subjugate them to Israel. But then Israel is forbidden to think 
that these divine actions mean that Israel is just or that they have earned 
God's beneficial intervention: 

"When the Lord your God thrusts them out before you, do not say to yourself, 'It is be
cause of my righteousness that the Lord has brought me in to occupy this land'; it is 
rather because of the wickedness of these nations that the Lord is dispossessing them be
fore you. It is not because you are in the right or the uprightness of your heart that you 
are going in to occupy their land; but because these nations are not in the right that the 
Lord your God is dispossessing them before you, in order to fulfill the promise that the 
Lord made on oath to your ancestors, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob" (Deut 9:4-5). 

Thus, in a "late layer of Deuteronomy," 32 this type of contractual concep
tion of the covenant is problematized. It is here that we find the anchor for 
this questioning of what is otherwise Deuteronomy's dominant concept of 
the covenant (and problematic view of the law). This inner-biblical self
correction is then expressly accomplished in the legal corpora of the 
Priestly writings. Unfortunately, one cannot say that Christian theology 
and the history of the church have truly grasped this and taken it to heart. 

32 Cf. Norbert Lohfink, "Die Wandlung des Bundesbegriffs im Buch Deuteronorni
um," in Gott in Welt. Festausgabefiir Karl Rahner, Vol. I, eds. Johann Baptist Metz et 
al. (Freiburg: Herder, 1964), 423-44. 
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Therefore, we had and still have to live with painful tensions between per
spectives on the precious "weighty matters of the biblical law" and reli
gious and moral authoritarian interpretations of its orienting powers. 


